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&medy couple rekindle flame on stage 
By Dan Nied 
ASSI   CNTFRrAINMC NT  C 0110R 
II was about a half hour after 
Jim Breuer and Tracy Morgan 
started in Anderson Arena 
Saturday that it became clear that 
this was not just a run-of-the-mill 
stand up comedy show. 
"This show was monumental," 
Morgan said in a post-show 
reception, gushing with praise for 
Bowling (ireen, his friend Breuer 
and everything that went on 
Former Saturday Night Live comedians 
performed at the U., loved every minute of it 
Saturday. "I've done thousands of 
stand up shows and this was the 
greatest show I've been apart of." 
Aside from a crowd Morgan 
called "spirited" and the end to a 
long hiatus from stand up for 
Morgan, what made Saturday 
night special for the Saturday 
Night  Live alumni and close 
friends was the fact that they 
were working together for the first 
time in two years. 
The University Activities 
Organization put together the 
successful one time only show. 
Although it was an isolated event 
in the careers of both comics, 
they're hoping it is a glimmer of 
things to come. 
"This is the future." Breuer said. 
"We'd like to do a full lour with 
this." 
When Breuer and his three- 
person rock band rolled into 
Bowling (ireen on a tour bus, he 
found out dial there was a sur- 
prise waiting for him al Anderson 
Arena in the form of Morgan. 
As far as Breuer knew he only 
had to share the stage with emcee 
Tommy Blaze. When Morgan 
showed up Breuer knew this 
would be a success. 
"This was a lot more fun than I 
expected il to be," Breuer said. "I 
didn't know Tracy was gonna be 
here. We've been close friends for 
a long time and he's helped me 
out with a lot of dark times. We 
hadn't seen each other in a long 
time and that just made this a 
good lime." 
The post-show reception was a 
quasi-SNL reunion as the duo 
Read more about Die SNL comedians 
Breuer and Morgan. PAGES. 
traded anecdotes about their 
three years together on the show. 
Breuer and Morgan shared an 
office during iheir run on SNL 
(1996-98). It was known around 
the set as the craziest place in 
lown according to Morgan. 
"We had a red door and velvet 
BREUER/MORGAN. PAGE 5 
OHIO UNIVERSITY IS'ITUKVI'S CELEBRATE DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME 
Associated Press Photo 
SPRING AHEAD: Two Ohio University students stop traffic on Court Street in Athens, Ohio, Sunday, April 1, 2001, as about 400 peo- 
ple take over the street in what has become an annual event marking the beginning of daylight savings time. 
Associated Press Pluto 
M0SH STREET: 
An Ohio University 
student is lifted over 
the crowd on Court 
Street in Athens. PCS   ^^^^^^^^^^H 
Athens police later 
closed the street and ^^fe    ^H 
allowed the crowd to 
celebrate, which took 
a little over an hour. HH a Im    k     ^pi 
Police made no 
arrests. i^BSr *' 
Surve^narnes 
of choice 
By Danny Bernards 
U-WIRE 
CHICO. Calif. — If Lassen Hall 
resident Diana Fasanaro wants a 
hit of ecstasy, she said it would 
only lake a few questions and a 
short walk. 
"We can get it jusl like that," 
Fasanaro said. "No one deals it in 
our hall, but we can just go to 
Whitney (Hall). You don't even 
have to be low- 
key about it. You 
can just walk 
around and ask 
people who has 
it." 
MDMA, the 
brain-damaging 
drug known as 
ecstasy, was orig- 
inally used in 
dance parties 
known as raves 
but is gaining 
popularity and 
has found its 
way into main- 
stream use 
throughout the 
country. 
And California State 
University-Chico is no exception. 
According to a survey given by 
the Campus Alcohol and Drug 
Education Center 16 percent of 
the sampled students have used 
designer drugs in the last year. 
This group (of 
students) knows 
the harder stuff 
will ruin your life. 
They have seen 
their role models 
die. They don't 
believe they can 
die from a little 
pill called ecstasy." 
SHAUNA QUINN. 
DIRECTOR OF CADEC 
Because ecstasy is not legal to 
produce in any country, there 
are no regulations put on it. 
making it even more dangerous. 
The national average of designer 
drug use is six percent. 
Shauna  Quinn,  director  of 
CADEC, said her group started 
noticing a trend when students in 
drug and alco- 
hol classes said 
ecstasy was the 
most commonly 
used drug on 
campus. 
"In the past 
it's always been 
marijuana," 
Quinn said. 
"Previously we 
hadn't talked 
about ecstasy." 
She said the 
center began 
educating stu- 
dents about the 
drug because 
few students 
know the risks 
involved with a pill that makes 
them feel so good. 
"This   group   (of   students) 
knows the harder stuff will ruin 
your life," she said. "They have 
ECSTASY. PAGE 5 
STUDENTS VOLUNTEER 
U.Pitrixii^paiisip\Afti 
dtysdrjcktopovide 
immurrizaticris 
By Tom Gibbon 
U-WIRE 
PITTSBURGH - The University 
of Pinsburgh and the Pittsburgh 
public school system announced 
a partnership yesterday morning 
in response lo the crisis that could 
result if 11,000 students in 
Pinsburgh schools and another 
19,000 county-wide don't have 
Iheir immunizations updated by 
April 30,2001. 
Students who have not had 
iheir second measles vaccination 
or who cannot provide proper 
documentation of vaccination to 
their schools face a state-mandat- 
ed suspension 
The goal of the Greater 
Pittsburgh Measles 
Immunization Task Force's 
"Booster Booster" campaign is to 
provide a collective effort in the 
community to get these children 
immunized before the deadline. 
"This is a very serious issue in 
thai il deals directly with our chil- 
dren and with the health of our 
children," said John Thompson, 
superintendent of Pittsburgh 
public schools. 
Pitt's Student Volunteer 
Outreach and other volunteer 
organizations are assisting in an 
informational campaign to expe- 
dite the process. 
"My duty right now is commu- 
nity mobilization," said Rasad 
Birdsong of Volunteer Outreach. 
"We're going IO do things like 
canvas neighborhoods in order to 
distribute information to the peo- 
ple who need lo gel their children 
vaccinated." 
Thompson stressed awareness 
al the school level and mobilizing 
UPMC units in the neighbor- 
hoods. Churches and other local 
organizations throughout the 
county will be volunteering their 
establishments as vaccination 
centers, and Highmark Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield has offered a 
mobile immunization unit. 
Measures such as accepting 
implied consent for the second 
MEASLES. PAGE 5 
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Unabomber talks about McVeigh 
TIMOTHY MCVEIGH 
THE OKLAHOMA 
ITYBOM 
Associated Press Ptwto 
NO REGRETS: In 72 hours of prison interviews, McVeigh talked 
about why he bombed the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building. 
Theodore Kaczynski 
finds McVeigh "like- 
able, unnecessarily 
inhumane" 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — 
Driving down a street with fuses 
already lit and their smoke filling 
the cab of his rented Ryder 
truck, Timothy McVeigh was 
prepared to crash his mobile 
bomb right into the Oklahoma 
City federal building if neces- 
sary. 
"If I needed to. I was ready to 
stay in the truck and protect it 
with gunfire until the bomb 
blew up," McVeigh says in 
excerpts from a new book, 
"American Terrorist: Timothy 
McVeigh and the Oklahoma City 
Bombing," in the April 9 issue of 
Newsweek. 
Instead, McVeigh says, he 
breathed a sigh of relief when he 
arrived at the building on April 
19, 1995, because no cars were 
sitting in front to block his cho- 
sen parking spots. When the 
truck bomb exploded, it killed 
168 people. 
McVeigh, 32, is scheduled to 
be executed May 16. "I'll be glad 
to leave," he says. "Tnilh is, I 
determined mostly through my 
travels that this world just does- 
n't hold anything for me." 
While being held in a federal 
high-security prison. McVeigh 
met Unabomber Theodore 
Kaczynski, who told authors Lou 
Michel and Dan Herbeck he 
found McVeigh likable, but 
thought the Oklahoma City 
bombing was "unnecessarily 
inhumane." 
In 75 hours of prison inter- 
views, McVeigh talked to Michel 
and Herbeck, reporters for The 
Buffalo News, about how and 
why he bombed the Alfred R 
Murrah Federal Building. Buffalo 
is near his hometown of 
Pendleton, N.Y. 
McVeigh said he acted "as 
calmly as any delivery-truck dri- 
ver making a routine drop-off." 
parking right below the tinted 
windows of the America's Kids 
Day Care Center on the building's 
second floor. 
Among those killed were 19 
children. Michel told ABC's 
"PrimeTime Thursday" last week 
that McVeigh's only regret was 
that their deaths proved to Ix1 a 
public relations nightmare. 
Authorities have said the truck 
contained 4,000 pounds to 4,800 
pounds of explosives, but 
McVeigh told the authors it was 
more than a Ion heavier. 
As he drove toward the build- 
ing, McVeigh stopped to ignite a 
five-minute fuse, which soon 
filled the cab with acrid smoke. 
McVeigh said he had to roll down 
bolh windows to let some of the 
smoke out. 
McVeigh told the authors that 
both fuses were burning when he 
parked the truck and walked 
away. 
McVeigh says the bomb was 
intended to avenge raids by fed- 
eral   agents   at   the   Branch 
Davidian compound at Waco, 
and the cabin of white separatist 
Randy Weaver at Ruby Ridge, 
Idaho. 
About 150 yards away from the 
building, he says, he started jog- 
ging and wondered if something 
had gone wrong because, by his 
calculations, the bomb should 
have exploded. 
"Oh man, am I going to have to 
walk back there and shoot that 
damn truck?" he thought 
Then the explosion lifted him 
off his feet. 
He said he had no regrets, and 
in fact could feel anxiety leaving 
his body. "It's over," he thought. 
While being held at the federal 
Supermax prison in Florence, 
Colo., McVeigh found that among 
neighboring inmates he had the 
most in common with Kaczynski, 
who is serving life after a mail- 
bombing spree that killed three 
people and injured 23. 
At first, Kaczynski refused to 
speak with McVeigh because he 
had misgivings about the way 
McVeigh had executed the 
bombing. However, Kaczynski 
eventually believed that his fellow 
bomber had been demonized by 
false media reports. 
"On a personal level I like 
McVeigh and I imagine that most 
people would like him," 
Kaczynski wrote. "He was consid- 
erate of others and knew how to 
deal with people effectively." 
However, Kaczynski said "the 
bombing was a bad action 
because it was unnecessarily 
inhumane." 
BG NEWS WORLD 
BRIEFING 
Boat brings refugees 
ATHENS, Greece (Al>) — A boat 
Drying to smuggle 417 Iraqi Kurds 
to Italy ran aground on an island 
near Athens in rough seas on 
Sunday after being pursued by 
the Greek coast guard, authorities 
said. 
The fishing boat, which depart- 
ed from Turkey, grounded on the 
southern tip of the island of Evia. 
57 miles east of Athens. 
About 50 of the would-be illegal 
immigrants were being taken to a 
hospital for observation, while 
the rest were heading to sports 
and municipal facilities on the 
island, where they would be held, 
police said. Among the passen- 
gers of the Medine were 39 
women and 40 children. 
Three Turkish crew members 
were arrested, police and the 
merchant marine said. 
U.S. plane crashes 
into Chinese aircraft 
BERING (AP) — A U.S. Navy 
surveillance plane collided with a 
Chinese fighter jet sent to inter- 
cept it over the South China Sea 
on Sunday and made an emer- 
gency landing in China. The 
Chinese government said the 
fighter crashed and its pilot was 
missing. 
"The U.S. side has total respon- 
sibility for this event," the Chinese 
Foreign Ministry said in a state- 
ment read late Sunday on state 
television. 
The collision happened 
Sunday morning off the southern 
Chinese island of Hainan, 
according to China and U.S. mili- 
tary spokesmen. The American 
EP-3 plane landed al a military 
airfield on Hainan. 
The status of the crew and con- 
trol of the plane on the ground 
were unclear. None of the 24 crew 
members was injured, said Col. 
lohn Braiton, a spokesman for 
the U.S. Pacific Command in 
Hawaii. 
Chinese officials assured the 
1 Inited States the crew is safe, and 
American diplomat-, were going 
to Hainan to see them, said U.S. 
Ambassador Joseph Prueher. He 
said he had talked several times 
With U.S. Secretary of State Colin 
Powell. 
"It appears also the Chinese 
have lost an aircraft and we're 
sorry that occurred," Prueher. a 
retired Navy admiral and com- 
mander of U.S. forces in the 
Pacific, said as he left his Embassy 
at 1:15 a.m. on Monday. 
President Bush was briefed on 
the episode Sunday morning, an 
administration official said. 
The U.S. plane was on a rou- 
tine surveillance flight in interna- 
tional airspace when two Chinese 
fighters intercepted it, said 
Bratton. The EP-3 is an unarmed 
four-engine propeller-driven 
plane equipped to listen in on 
radio signals and monitor radar 
sites. 
Girl 
Scouts 
create 
new look 
ByRussBynum 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
SAVANNAH, Ga. — Striped 
blouses and pleated skirts are 
out, stretchy tops and cargo 
pants are in. The Girl Scouts are 
getting a new look after years of 
moaning that their uniforms arc 
fashion duds. 
The organization hopes a hip 
wardrobe will combat an image 
among teens that only the 
uncool stay in scouting years 
after trading in their Brownie 
beanies. 
"One of the biggest challenges 
is to even get the girls to wear 
uniforms," said Linda Mills, 
council director in I lays, Kan. 
About 800 council executives 
and mothers from across the 
nation got a look at the new out- 
fits this weekend in Savannah, 
where luliette Gordon Low 
founded the organization in 
1912. 
The uniforms get tweaked 
every six years or so, but officials 
say the latest changes are among 
the most dramatic since the 
1940s, when dresses switched to 
green because of a World War II 
indigo shortage. The uniforms 
on the older girls had not IK-CM 
changed since 1989. 
The new look targets girls 11 to 
17. the crowd that gets its fashion 
sense from Britney Spears and 
"Dawson's Creek." 
Beginning next month, Scouts 
will don zippered, stretch-fabric 
navy tops in place of loose blous- 
es with blue and yellow stripes. 
Flared cargo pants and khaki 
shorts replace pleated, pull-on 
skirts. Floppy-brimmed bucket 
hats replace baseball-style caps. 
A variety of casual shirts and 
short skirts complete the ensem- 
ble. "They're newer and active 
and cleaner cut." said Sara 
Kitchen. 15, as she browsed pho- 
tos. "You can't even tell they're 
Girl Scouts!" 
Sprint] Into Leasing 
at Gpccnbpiar 
GREENMIAB,  INC. 
224RWooster 
*    BS2-0717 
Hurrij In Todajr! 
UR9B 
1
 ■ day. 
If you have great ideas for student 
events, make them a reality by 
calling UAO today! 
372-2486 
telluao@yahoo.com 
Direi lor ^ ( ommitti i  Membei appln atlom 
are now available in 204 South Hall 
Reed help- 
there's still time .. . but not much 
To register for summer classes at 
Bowling Green 
State Uniuersity 
Pick up a Summer Catalog NOW! 
Access the class schedule on the Web at conted.bgsu.edu 
Choose your classes 
Phone in your registration via Star at 372.8966 or 
toll-free 866.823.0001 (outside icca caimgaea) 
don't cry! 
Call the Summer Help-Line 372.9141 
*ELC0ME BACK TO 
ANOTHER VEEK OF 
CLASSES.*.*.' 
NEWS 
BOWUNU QREEN 
Cable Channel 6 
5:30-Live 
Re-broadcast at 
10pm & 7:30am 
Now on Fridays! 
Wood County' s 
only LIVE local 
Television news 
.        source d 
NOW  LEASING 
[ >ue April 9th 
Field Manor Aprtments 
•2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have 
dishwasher and garbage disposals. 
• *675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate) 
Field Avenue Apartments 
•2 bedroom, 1 bath, furnished apartments 
with dishwashers and garbage disposals 
•675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate) 
•625/ mo. and electric (3 person rate) 
FrWMSt 
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| Field Manor.^   | 
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^    352-0717    ^ GREENBRIAR, INC. 
BG NEWS 
ANSWERS GO 
HERE TODAY... 
That's advertising for ya! 
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Not for use with other newspapers... 
Gotta love that kooky 
Looking Glass! 
MIKE 
PINGREE 
Through the 
Looking Glass 
HOPE I'M NOT BOTHERING 
ANYONE: A man who apparently 
does not own a VCR went lo the 
electronics department of the 
Wal-Mart in York. Pa., where he 
stood in front of a TV set, and 
began watching a pornographic 
videotape he had rented else- 
where. An employee soon 
noticed what was going on, and 
held the man for police. He had 
two other porno tapes that he 
also intended to watch. 
WELL. WEU, LOOKWHOSE 
BACK: Police say that a man fin- 
ished working his shift at the 
Shedd Aquarium in Chicago, 
then donned a mask and 
returned only minutes later with 
an accomplice to rob his place of 
employment. He wrongly 
assumed that none of his fellow 
employees would, a.) recognize 
his voice or, b.) notice he was 
wearing the same clothes during 
the robbery that he had been 
wearing at work all day. He and 
his pal have been arrested. 
VOTED'MOST POPULAR 
SHIPMATE": Fifteen Dominicans 
sailing to nearby Puerto Rico to 
look for work were cast adrift in 
the Caribbean for 12 days when 
their boats engine died. They 
would have starved to death, but 
Faustina Mercedes, a 31-year-old 
mother of four, allowed her fel- 
low passengers to nurse at her 
breasts two or three times a day 
until they were rescued by the 
Coast Guard. 
OR MAYBE THAT DRUNKEN 
PARTY IN THE DOCTOR'S 
LOUNGE: Five of the 19 nurses 
who work at the Pottstown, Pa., 
Memorial Medical Center mater- 
nity ward are themselves preg- 
nant and are due within days of 
each other. One of them joked 
that "there's something in the 
water, or maybe on the seats, 
that got us all pregnant at once." 
Editor's Note: Like what you 
see? Get online and read a 
second Looking Class column 
at: 
wunv.pingreeslookingglass.com 
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WELCOME TO THE 
GRAMMAR RODEO 
The streets would not be 
safe with out the intricate 
handy work of these tine 
gentlemen! 
SAY WHAT?!? 
"If going to 
church makes 
you a Christian, 
does going into a 
garage make you 
a car?" 
UNKNOWN 
THERE REALLY IS A SOURCE, 
WE JUST COULDNT FIND fT 
DITHERED TWTTS b^wy* 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
i Influxes 
6 Some Fr 
9 Ejecl Ironi the 
pienwses 
14 Of ocoan rrubon 
15 Sure she* 
16 Fflglc'snest 
17 GradUD 
19 Twilled ctoVi 
20 Panful throb 
21 Ol horseback 
ndng 
23 KWMT Wrttor 
25 Ewe's rrale 
26 Aitompi 
27 Smooti laone 
29 So long, in Soho 
.31 Rosed 
34 -Piasjrpori 
Ir-nooanr autttor 
Scon 
36 Explosive iq.i»i. 
bnefly 
39 Doos wrong 
41 Heaps 
43 Former P M of 
I'.f.Rjl 
44 Facial growth 
46 OfOOftyhcop 
48 Shod tears 
49 Frost or Dove 
51 Systcrr ol rroral 
values 
53 Piai gii 
55 Sol sighU 
57 irdutged 
61 Geromo^ia 
proccsskxis 
64 Alone 
65 Nimble 
66 Mane doth 
66 Or the moon 
69 Pub choice 
70 Aide" composer 
71 Hammo'heads 
72 Ire n London 
73 Donkeys 
DOWN 
1 Heady tor the 
pitch 
2 Steal 
3 Sun Valley's 
slate 
4 Ifidtf entrants 
5 Wapiti 
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t KKt 'f«f# HnH H— lr< 
m 
6 Mum cocttais 
/ Beme shade 
8 Passover moal 
9_Kodak 
i0 Deviate 
11 Rouses to 
impatience 
12 Siogta or cheroot. 
13 ItsyMsy 
18 Damaged by 
heavy use 
22 Fn totowef 
74 Fndhunger 
28 The Pnnce o* 
Tides" slar 
30 Ai.io ■ Curry 
31 tt tnlnguo 
32 Lionel Richie nil. 
"Y©u_ 
33 Gossp channel9 
35 Seasoned 
37 _Grando 
38 Gtooe 
40 Full house sign 
42 Ski 
45 Merchants 
47 Kiptng book 
PROBLEMS? 
About to trade in 
your "Chicken Soup for the 
Soul" for the answer to 4 down? 
Fear not, faithful reader. 
We have the answers, and are 
quite willing to part with them. 
All you need to do is check the 
answer key, still located on this 
very page. It's around here 
somewhere. We think. 
SO TwKn 59 Shir over 
52 UsosaHaon"* 60 Day n 
53 n  v:  bckeit HoHy*ocxr> 
54 Tne 6? Fconotnis! 
NftlhorktfMjg Groonipan 
56 T»|   . 63 Dutord 
SB l.wn*s comments   67 Gator itto> 
THREE-DAY FORECAST 
Monday 
Mostlv 
Cloudy 
High:52' 
Low: 30' 
Tuesday 
Showers 
High: 52" 
Low: 34" 
Wednesday 
0 
Showers 
High: 63" 
Low: 39" 
Yet another cool website for your amusement! 
www.ntulletsgalore.com 
For a look at one of America's more ™ controversial 
hairstyles, and the brave people who sport it! 
f Did you know... 4 
♦ Chickens can't swallow while they are upside-down??? ♦ 
±±±±±± 
need some motiuation? ired 
6jUffuourdijff«||d^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
PWruppwcaw tf theB6SU2Wl Summer Catalog! 
Iim wtWthlr at —ng wwenfot Itcatkms. 
Or log 
Choose yourc^sses and register! 
Phone Star at 372.8966 beginning February 12 
need help? Call the Summer Help-Line at 372.9141 
I Vou might euen be able to graduate early! HOW'S that for motiuation? 
Continuing 
_~ »...„. ^PEducation 
BGSU Dining Services Presents 
(Soiiumaufy &ule>i SSqffet 
Sunday April 15,2001 
11 am - 2 pm at McDonald Dining Center 
Whit*■ itv- S/oiifrs LH',W£'fUtam* (>//</■ i/hautin ' ■j/tt: 
cMenu, 
Slow Roasted Prime Rib au jus 
Hand Carved Country Smoked Ham 
Chicken Breast Chablis 
Pasta Primavera 
Steaming Fresh Vegetables 
Gourmet Salads 
Dessert Bar 
Beverage 
Adults -$12.95 plus tax 
BGSU Students - $11.95 with student ID (meal plans accepted) 
Children ages 3-10 years old - $5.95 plus tax 
Children under the age of 3 years - Free ^^ ^ 
Golden Buckeye Card Patrons - $11 95 
Please Call: University Catering at 372-6951 
Monday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm 
Parking is available in lots J & 3 (off of Thurstin Ave.) 
and lots 7 4 8 between Merry & Reed St. off Thurstin Ave. 
'^ 7 
UNIVERSItY 
DINING 
SERVICES 
'O  ~ 
r..*tw 
i 
LET'S GET FRESH 
With 100% Fresh Florida Citrus 
Join  Us  For  A Chance 
To  Win   Great   Prizes 
At All  Dining  Ce>n*e>rs 
e> 
Receive entry forms with purchase of 
100% Pure Florida Oranges & Grapefruit 
Look for this logo for qualifying products 
.   .F..S  '. 
N     .... 
r i 
Grand Prize Awarded 4/23/2001 
Special Display Per 
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how 
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or 
surprise someone on their Birthday! 
2x2   B^ 
$20.00 
with picture 
provided 
by you! 
(Actual Size) 
r IT S BURSARABLE!] 
 
c^RSATJOB. IN SXLOUIS! 
1x3 = $15.00 
(Not Shown) 
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad! 
Or call 372-6977 for more information. 
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00. 
Coingratulati-Okis 
STP 
leaders-you 
nuitee the Local 
chapter -proud! 
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Unabomber talks about McVeigh 
Associated Press Photo 
NO REGRETS: In 72 hours ot prison interviews, McVeigh talked 
about why he bombed the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building. 
Theodore Kaczynski 
finds McVeigh "like- 
able, unnecessarily 
inhumane" 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — 
Driving down a slreel with fuses 
already lit and their smoke filling 
the cab of his rented Ityder 
truck, Timothy McVeigh was 
prepared to crash his mobile 
bomb right into the Oklahoma 
City federal building if neces- 
sary. 
"If I needed to. 1 was ready to 
stay in the truck and protect it 
with gunfire until the bomb 
blew up," McVeigh says in 
excerpts from a new book, 
"American Terrorist: Timothy 
McVeigh and the Oklahoma City 
Bombing," in the April 9 issue of 
Newsweek. 
Instead, McVeigh says, he 
breathed a sigh of relief when he 
arrived at the building on April 
19, 1995, because no cars were 
sitting in front to block his cho- 
sen parking spots. When the 
truck bomb exploded, it killed 
168 people. 
McVeigh, 32, is scheduled to 
be executed May l(i. "I'll be glad 
to leave," he says. "Truth is, I 
determined mostly through my 
travels that this world just does- 
n't hold anything for me." 
While being held in a federal 
high-security prison, McVeigh 
met Unabomber Theodore 
Kaczynski, who told authors Lou 
Michel and Dan Hcrbeck he 
found McVeigh likable, but 
thought the Oklahoma City 
bombing was "unnecessarily 
inhumane." 
In 75 hours of prison inter- 
views, McVeigh talked to Michel 
and llerbeck, reporters for The 
Buffalo News, about how and 
why he bombed the Alfred R 
Murrah Federal Building. Buffalo 
is near his hometown of 
I'endleton, N.Y. 
McVeigh said he acted "as 
calmly as any delivery-truck dri- 
ver making a routine dropoff," 
parking right below the tinted 
windows of the America's Kids 
Day Care Center on the building's 
second floor. 
Among those killed were 19 
children. Michel told ABC's 
'I'rimeTimeThursday" last week 
that McVeigh's only regret was 
that their deaths proved to be a 
public relations nightman.'. 
Authorities have said the truck 
contained 4,000 pounds to 4,800 
pounds of explosives, but 
McVeigh told the authors it was 
more than a ton heavier. 
As he drove toward the build- 
ing. McVeigh stopped to ignite a 
five-minute fuse, which soon 
filled the cab with acrid smoke. 
McVeigh said he had to roll down 
both windows to let some of the 
smoke out. 
McVeigh told the authors that 
both fuses were bunting when he 
parked the truck and walked 
away. 
McVeigh says the bomb was 
intended to avenge raids by fed- 
eral   agents   at    the   Branch 
Davidian compound at Waco, 
and the cabin of white separatist 
Randy Weaver at Ruby Ridge, 
Idaho. 
About 150 yards away from the 
building, he says, he started jog- 
ging and wondered if something 
had gone wrong because, by his 
calculations, the bomb should 
have exploded. 
"Oh man, am I going to have to 
walk back there and shoot that 
damn truck?" he thought. 
Then the explosion lifted him 
off his feet. 
He said he had no regrets, and 
in fact could feel anxiety leaving 
his body. "It's over," he thought. 
While being held at the federal 
Supermax prison in Florence, 
Colo., McVeigh found that among 
neighboring inmates he had the 
most in common with Kaczynski, 
who is serving life after a mail- 
bombing spree that killed three 
people and injured 23. 
At first, Kaczynski refused to 
speak with McVeigh because he 
had misgivings about the way 
McVeigh had executed the 
bombing. However, Kaczynski 
eventually believed that bis fellow 
bomber had been demonized by 
false media reports. 
"On a personal level I like 
McVeigh and I imagine that most 
people would like him," 
Kaczynski wrote. "He was consid- 
erate of others and knew how to 
deal with people effectively." 
However, Kaczynski said "the 
bombing was a bad action 
because it was unnecessarily 
inhumane." 
BG NEWS WORLD 
BRIEFING 
Boat brings refugees 
ATI IF.NS. Greece (AP) — A boat 
trying to smuggle 417 Irani Kurds 
to Italy ran aground on an island 
near Athens in rough seas on 
Sunday after being pursued by 
the Greek coast guard, authorities 
said. 
Tile fishing boat, which depart- 
ed from Turkey, grounded on the 
southern tip of the island of F.via, 
57 miles cast of Athens. 
About 50 of the would-be Illegal 
immigrants were l>eing taken to a 
hospital for observation, while 
the rest were heading to sports 
and municipal facilities on the 
island, where they would be held, 
police said. Among the passen- 
gers of the Medine were 39 
women and 40 children. 
Three Turkish crew members 
were arrested, police and the 
merchant marine said. 
U.S. plane crashes 
into Chinese aircraft 
BKIIING (AP) — A U.S. Navy 
surveillance plane collided with a 
Chinese fighter jet sent to inter- 
cept it over the South China Sea 
on Sunday and made an emer- 
gency landing in China. The 
Chinese government said the 
lighter crashed and its pilot was 
missing. 
"The U.S. side has total respon- 
sibility for Oiis event." the Chinese 
Foreign Ministry said in a state- 
ment read late Sunday on slate 
television. 
The collision happened 
Sunday morning off the southern 
Chinese island of Hainan, 
according to China and U.S. mili- 
tary spokesmen. Hie American 
F.P-3 plane landed at a military 
airfield on Hainan. 
The status of the crew and con- 
trol of the plane on the ground 
were unclear. None of the 24 crew 
members was injured, said Col. 
lohn Bratton, a spokesman for 
(he U.S. Pacific Command in 
Hawaii. 
Chinese officials assured the 
United States the crew is safe, and 
American diplomats were going 
to Hainan to see them, said U.S. 
Ambassador loseph Prucher. He 
said he had talked several times 
with U.S. Secretary of State Colin 
Powell. 
"It appears also the Chinese 
have lost an aircraft and we're 
sorry that occurred," Prueher, a 
retired Navy admiral and com- 
mander of U.S. forces in the 
Pacific, said as he left his hmbassy 
at 1:15 a.m. on Monday. 
President Bush was briefed on 
the episode Sunday morning, an 
administration official said. 
The U.S. plane was on a rou- 
tine surveillance flight in interna- 
tional airspace when two Chinese 
fighters intercepted it, said 
Bratton. The EP-3 is an unarmed 
four-engine propeller-driven 
plane equipped to listen in on 
radio signals and monitor radar 
sites. 
Girl 
Scouts 
create 
new look 
ByRussBynum 
IHE USSOCIUHD PUSS 
SAVANNAH. Ga. — Striped 
blouses and pleated skirts arc 
out, stretchy tops and cargo 
pants are in. The Girl Scouts are 
getting a new look after years of 
moaning that their uniforms are 
fashion duds. 
The organization hopes a hip 
wardrobe will combat an image 
among teens that only the 
uncool stay in scouting years 
after trading in their Brownie 
beanies. 
"One of the biggest challenges 
is to even get the girls to wear 
uniforms," said Linda Mills, 
council director in Hays, Kan. 
About 800 council executives 
and mothers from across the 
nation got a look at the new out- 
fits this weekend in Savannah, 
where Juliette Gordon Low 
founded the organization in 
1912. 
The uniforms get tweaked 
every six years or so, but officials 
say the latest changes are among 
the most dramatic since the 
1940s, when dresses switched to 
green because of a World War II 
indigo shortage. The unifomis 
on the older girls had not been 
changed since 1989. 
The new look targets girls 11 to 
17, the crowd that gets its fashion 
sense from Britney Spears and 
"Dawson's Creek." 
Beginning next month, Scouts 
will don zippered, stretch-fabric 
navy tops in place of loose blous- 
es with blue and yellow stripes. 
Rand cargo pants and khaki 
shorts replace pleated, pull-on 
skirts. Floppy-brimmed bucket 
hats replace baseball-style caps. 
A variety of casual shirts and 
short skirts complete the ensem- 
ble. " They're newer and active 
and cleaner cut," said Sara 
Kitchen, 15, as she browsed pho- 
tos. "You can't even tell they're 
Girl Scouts!" 
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Spring Into Leasing 
at <Ji>cenbiuar> 
GREENMIA*.  INC. 
224 E. booster 
Hurry In Today!^ 
of day. 
If you have great ideas for student 
events, make them a reality by 
calling UAO today! 
372-2486 
telluao@yahoo.com 
Direcloi & ( ommittee Memboi applications 
.in' now available in 204 South Hall 
Applit .ii    I »ue April <>lh 
Don't cry 
need help- 
xm« fOiwiai 
there's still time ... but not much 
To register for summer classes at 
Bowling Green 
State Uniuersity 
• Pick up a Summer Catalog NOW! 
' Access the class schedule on the Web at conted.bgsu.edu 
' Choose your classes 
' Phone in your registration via Star at 372.8966 or 
toll-free 866.823.0001 ;o,itsi<lo loco calngarca} 
don't cry! 
Call the Summer Help-Line 372.9141 
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BG24 
BOWLING OHEFN 
Cable Channel 6 
5:30-Live 
Re-broadcast at 
10pm & 7:30am 
Now on Fridays! 
Wood County* s 
only LIVE local 
Television news 
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Field Manor Aprtments 
•2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have 
dishwasher and garbage disposals. 
• »675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate) 
Field Avenue Apartments 
•2 bedroom, 1 bath, furnished apartments 
with dishwashers and garbage disposals 
•675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate) 
•625/ mo. and electric (3 person rate) 
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Not for use with other newspapers... 
Gotta love that kooky 
Looking Glass! 
MIKE 
PINGREE 
Through the 
Looking Glass 
HOPE I'M NOT BOTHERING 
ANYONE: A man who apparently 
does not own a VCR went to the 
electronics department of the 
Wal-Mart in York. Pa., where he 
stood in front of a TV set, and 
began watching a pornographic 
videotape he had rented else- 
where. An employee soon 
noticed what was going on, and 
held the man for police. He had 
two other porno tapes that he 
also intended to watch. 
WELL, WELL, LOOK WHOSE 
BACK: Police say that a man fin- 
ished working his shift at the 
Shedd Aquarium in Chicago, 
then donned a mask and 
returned only minutes later with 
an accomplice to rob his place of 
employment. He wrongly 
assumed that none of his fellow 
employees would, a.) recognize 
his voice or, b.) notice he was 
wearing the same clothes during 
the robbery that he had been 
wearing at work all day. He and 
his pal have been arrested. 
VOTED "MOST POPULAR 
SHIPMATE": Fifteen Dominicans 
sailing to nearby Puerto Rico to 
look for work were cast adrift in 
the Caribbean for 12 days when 
their boats engine died. They 
would have starved to death, but 
Faustina Mercedes, a 31-year-old 
mother of four, allowed her fel- 
low passengers to nurse at her 
breasts two or three times a day 
until they were rescued by the 
Coast Guard. 
OR MAYBE THAT DRUNKEN 
PARTY IN THE DOCTOR'S 
LOUNGE Five of the 19 nurses 
who work at the Pottstown, Pa., 
Memorial Medical Center mater- 
nity ward are themselves preg- 
nant and are due within days of 
each other. One of them joked 
that "there's something in the 
water, or maybe on the seats, 
that got us all pregnant at once." 
l-ditor's Note: Like wliat you 
see? Get online and read a 
second Looking Glass column 
at 
u •ww.pingreeslookingglass.com 
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WELCOME TO THE 
GRAMMAR RODEO 
The streets would not be 
safe with out the intricate 
handy work of these fine 
gentlemen! 
SAY WHAT?!? 
"If going to 
church makes 
you a Christian, 
does going into a 
garage make you 
a car?" 
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PROBLEMS? 
About to trade in 
our "Chicken Soup for the 
1" tor the answer to 4 down? 
Fear not, faithful reader. 
have the answers, and are 
te willing to part with them, 
you need to do is check the 
wer key, still located on this 
ery page. It's around here 
somewhere. We think. 
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Yet another cool website for your amusementl 
www.muUetsgalore.com 
For a look at one of America's more ~. controversial 
hairstyles, and the brave people who sport it! 
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♦ Did you know. 
♦Chickens can't swallow while they are upside-down??? ♦ 
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need some motiuation? r how bored 
•'tie. ? 
Get off your duff and 
Pttitup |Wr OJOI 
m» wnBaMc «t aang cwwwk^t locations. 
It IV.TiVM...    .I.V "»!. ' 
Choose yourclfssos and register! 
Phone Star at 372.8966 beginning February 12 
lleed help? Call the Summer Help-Line at 372.9141 
Vou might euen be able to graduate early! HOUA that for motiuation? 
Continuing 
„_ ^SHducation 
BGSU Dining Services Presents 
(Soirunimify <£asle>t SZqffel 
Sunday April 15,2001 
11 am - 2 pm at McDonald Dining Center 
(yKenu> 
Slow Roasted Prime Rib au jus 
Hand Carved Country Smoked Ham 
Chicken Breast Chablis 
Pasta Primavera 
Steaming Fresh Vegetables 
Gourmet Salads 
Dessert Bar 
Beverage 
Adults- $12.95 plus tax 
BGSU Students - $11.95 with student ID (meal plans accepted) 
Children ages 3-10 years old - $5.95 plus tax 
Children under the age of 3 years - Free ^G SU 
Golden Buckeye Card Patrons - $11 95 
Please Call: University Catering at 372-6951 
Monday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm 
Parking is available in lots J & 3 (off of Thurstin Ave.) 
and lots 7 & 8 between Merry & Reed SI. off Thurstin Ave. 
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LET'S GET FRESH 
With 100% Fresh Florida Citrus 
jo.n  Us  For A  Grtanco 
To  Win  Groat  Prizes 
At   All   Dining   Centers 
* 
Receive entry forms with purchase of 
100% Pure Florida Oranges & Grapefruit 
Look for this logo for qualifying products 
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Special Display Personals 
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special 
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or , 
surprise someone on their Birthday! '    oUKimviDLt. 
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CAMPAIGN FINANCE NEARING REFORM 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senators from both parties 
predicted Sunday they will pass campaign finance 
reform while opponents held out hope of derailing it if 
the House and Senate must compromise between 
competing versions of the legislation. 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
U-WIRE EDITORIAL 
Diversity under attack by courts 
ATHENS, Ohio — America is 
the picture of diversity, but you 
wouldn't know it by the looks of 
its public universities. 
Multicultural students 
accounted for only 26 percent of 
U.S. college students in 1996. 
And while that number is climb- 
ing, multicultural students make 
up only about 14 percent of the 
student population at the 
University of Michigan law 
school, for which a federal dis- 
trict court judge ruled Tuesday 
that the school's affirmative 
action policy is unconstitutional. 
The judge rejected the school's 
use of race in its admission poli- 
cy and said Michigan's desire to 
achieve a racially diverse student 
body was not a compelling state 
interest. But without a policy 
that encourages the admission 
of African Americans, Hispanics, 
American Indians and other 
minorities, the Michigan law 
school and similar institutions 
will be denied a valuable 
resource: cultural diversity. 
Because so many other insti- 
tutions have similar admissions 
policies that endeavor to enroll 
minorities, the decision is 
expected to have wide-reaching 
consequences. Public universi- 
U-WIRE COLUMN 
Government 
goes hip hop 
AT ISSUE The phenomena of prefabricated, formulaic 
pop groups is taken to a whole new level. 
PEORIA. 111.-Earlier this 
month in China, three music 
groups took to the stage at the 
Workers Stadium Auditorium in 
Beijing for their biggest concert 
ever. 
At first glance, they seemed to 
fit the mold of rock stars on the 
verge of stardom: 10 teenagers, 
between the ages of 16 and 19, 
dressed in oversized track suits 
and other glitzy get-up, with hair 
streaked every color of the rain- 
bow. 
And they certainly had worked 
hard to get where they were, 
although their story was not a 
lifetime of hard knocks on the 
street or success against all odds. 
Instead, the youths had spent 
the past six months at a kind of 
hip-hop boot camp, where they 
spent nine hours each day learn- 
ing how to sing and dance, what 
to wear and how to speak in 
public, among other important 
rock star lessons. 
The finished product was 
three slickly packaged music 
groups: a boy band called T.N.T., 
a girl band called Tinkerbell and 
a soloist named Annie. Never 
mind that many of the perform- 
ers never had set foot on stage 
before: talent, as we all know, is 
beside the point. 
If bands that are high on style 
but low on talent sound familiar, 
the similarities end here: T.N.T., 
Tinkerbell and Annie are a gov- 
ernment project. 
Every step of the process, from 
the taxing application process 
that narrowed 5,000 potential 
performers to just 10 to the 
exhaustive image makeovers the 
chosen few endured, was moni- 
tored by the government, which 
sees a great economic opportu- 
nity in the untapped world of hip 
hop. Chinese hip hop, until now, 
has existed more or less under- 
ground. 
The government influence is 
evident. At the Workers Stadium 
concert, government officials 
sipped hot tea as they quiedy 
watched the concert from their 
tables. And apparently, any 
screaming young fans attempt- 
ing to swarm the stage would 
have more to contend with than 
a few roughneck security guards 
with walkie-talkies. The entire 
first row of seats was filled with 
the People's Armed Police. 
The atmosphere hardly was 
dangerous, though, as the entire 
MELISSA 
HUNSBERGER 
Bradley U. 
project was intended by the gov- 
ernment to inspire nationalism 
and general warm fuzzies in the 
hearts of Chinese youth. One 
song performed at the concert 
was a rapped version of a tradi- 
tional Chinese tune, "Kangding 
Love Song." And that evening's 
encore: A cute little song about 
bringing the Olympics to Beijing. 
Hip hop is about more than 
flashy silver track pants and 
Nikes. I lip hop was born and 
raised in the streets. It gave a 
voice to disenfranchised urban 
youth, who identified with the 
real-world struggles the musi- 
cians wrote songs about in a way 
synthetic pop bands never could. 
Government-sanctioned, sani- 
tized hip hop seems wrong 
because it defies the rebellious 
spirit that made the music popu- 
lar in the first place. 
Prefabricated, formulaic music 
extends far beyond China. In the 
United States, talentless pop 
bands masquerading as legiti- 
mate acts spring up every day 
with an annoying song and a 
catch phrase. Success is more a 
can't-lose formula than a phe- 
nomenon. 
Can't sing? It doesn't matter. 
I leavily doctored studio vocals 
can mask even the most tone- 
deaf crooners. Can't read music? 
Someone else will write it for 
you. Ugly? That's nothing a small 
army of make-up artists and 
image consultants can't fix with 
some foundation and silicone. 
Is a government system that 
thrusts pre-made pop stars upon 
the public really that different 
from, say, MTV, who does it all 
the time? 
Although MTV isn't govern- 
ment-controlled, the people who 
make that station happen have a 
direct influence on the collective 
consciousness of a large cross 
section of viewers, particularly 
impressionable adolescents. 
Granted, MTV is a far cry from 
state-run China Radio 
International. President Bush 
isn't making content decisions 
for Total Request Live, and 
Christina Aguilera is unlikely to 
release a single about luring the 
2008 Olympics to the United 
States anytime soon. 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you believe that U. of 
Michigan's policy is uncon- 
stitutional? Let us know at 
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu. 
ties in Florida, California and 
Texas already had terminated 
their affirmative action policies 
prior to the Michigan case. 
Without an affirmative action 
policy, one only can imagine that 
OU's population would become 
almost completely homoge- 
neous. The same could be said 
for dozens of institutions nation- 
wide. 
Affirmative action opponents, 
including the Center for 
Individual Rights, which brought 
the case against the Michigan 
law school, maintain that such 
policies perpetuate reverse dis- 
crimination and fail to achieve 
diversity. They also argue that 
affirmative action was intended 
as a temporary measure to right 
past wrongs and achieve balance 
skewed by historical inequities. 
But inequities remain, and 
wrongs have not yet been right- 
ed. 
Achieving diversity in 
America's academic institutions 
is a work in progress, and the 
end is nowhere in sight. 
Standardized tests, such as the 
Law School Admission Test, are 
considered by many to be cul- 
turally biased, and the number 
of minorities in the legal profes- 
sion, though climbing, remains 
comparatively low. 
The University of Califomia- 
Los Angeles School of Law aban- 
doned its affirmative action poli- 
cy in 1997, and by 2000, African- 
American enrollment had 
declined by 87 percent and 
latino enrollment had declined 
by 66 percent. 
Until a better solution is con- 
ceived, promotion of minority 
enrollment ensures higher edu- 
cation is not the exclusive privi- 
lege of upper and middle-class 
whites. 
The district court judge erred 
in his decision when he said the 
Michigan law school's affirma- 
tive action policy was not a com- 
pelling state interest. Cultural 
diversity is conspicuously lack- 
ing in American schools, and few 
things could be more in the 
state's interest than improving 
the quality of education. 
PEOPLE IfflERS TO THE EDITOR 
ON THE STREET 
What do you think 
about Timothy 
McVeigh having a book 
published about him? 
Fl 
COURTNEY D0DD 
FRESHMAN 
INTERIOR DESIGN 
"He shouldn't have a 
book about him 
because he is inhu- 
Dance 
Marathon 
no joke 
mane. 
SARAH ALMASI 
FRESHMAN 
INTERIOR DESIGN 
"Nobody would want 
to learn about some- 
body who kills 
people." 
I am writing in response to Tom 
Cisler's letter, "Student 
fundraiser was a joke." 
Over 350 dancers, 17 Steering 
committee members, sixty 
moralers (at one time), core 
committee members and volun- 
teers, I have two words for you: 
FIRE CODES. 
The fire codes of the Student 
Recreation Center allow 500 peo- 
ple to be on the basketball 
courts/dance floor at one time. 
You do the math. 
Due to fire codes we must 
limit the amount of students 
allowed on the floor. Fire code 
restrictions on the floor should 
not discourage spectators from 
viewing the event from the side 
or the bleachers. 
Therefore the "organizers," 
cannot "pack the rec center until 
capacity is reached." If a student 
is not in one of the participating 
organizations or residence halls 
and wishes to have access onto 
the floor, they are required to be 
on a guest list. It only makes 
sense to grant those individuals 
who are participating the privi- 
lege to be on the floor. 
Mr. Cisler, if your friend was 
participating in the event, and 
you are not in their organization, 
all they had to do was put you on 
their guest list. All current stu- 
dents, alumni, as well as com- 
munity members are welcome 
and encouraged to attend Dance 
Marathon. 
This brings me to the next 
statement made, "An attempt by 
the involved organizations, 
(mostly Greek) to draw positive 
public attention to themselves." 
Was this statement a claim 
that the organizations involved 
wanted public recognition for 
participation in Dance 
Marathon, or was it simply an 
attempt to throw in a conde- 
scending statement about Greek 
organizations? 
The purpose of Dance 
Marathon is not to advertise 
what organizations are or are not 
participating. This event is about 
children less fortunate than we 
are. It is about bringing together 
the University as well as the 
community of Bowling Green to 
support one common goal, to 
raise as much money as we pos- 
sibly can for the kids. 
Dance Marathon does great 
things for our University. We are 
raising awareness for a cause. 
Bowling Green State 
University is the tltird largest 
Children's Miracle Network 
Dance Marathon in the nation. 
Ihere is nothing wrong with 
drawing public attention to the 
organizations involved and the 
University. The organizations 
deserve positive public recogni- 
tion for being a part of such a 
great cause. Students and faculty 
should be proud that we here at 
BGSU have such a phenomenal 
event that brings our communi- 
ty together. 
The Dance Marathon Steering 
Committee has the strongest 
passion for Dance Marathon and 
wants nothing but to see the 
event grow more successhil each 
year. $274,794.58. last time I 
checked, that's no joke. 
CHRISTINA VELLIOS 
Entertainment Chair, 
Dance Marathon '01 
vellios@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Protesting 
against with- 
holding facts 
We all know that as BGSU 
students we do not get the 
whole story about certain things 
that happen on campus. 
What you may not know is 
that sometimes we do not get 
the story at all. 
Naturally, the police are partly 
to blame for this, but the Office 
of Student Affairs does their fair 
share, too. They withhold infor- 
mation about hate crimes as well 
as crimes against women. And 
these are only the ones we know 
about1 What else could they be 
keeping from us? Are we going to 
let them get away with this? 
ITie answer is no — of course 
not! Several BGSU students are 
staging a protest on Wednesday, 
April 4 from noon to 2 p.m. at the 
Bell Tower by East Hall. We arc 
not going to take this lying down. 
If you are appalled by the actions 
of this university, come join us 
on April 4. 
SARAH HILLMAN 
NATASHA LANDER 
CHRIS McANALL 
RACHEL On 
BRIAN SMALL 
SARAWALTZER 
natasha@bgnet bgsu.edu 
SGN MY PeTmplVTb ALLOW iNS/GSTMeNT oF SOCiAL SfgjggY FUNDS in-the STOCK" MARKeT? 
"As long as it has step- 
by-step instructions to 
build a bomb, I'm all 
for it." 
210 West Hall 
Bowling Green 
State University 
Bowling Green, 
Ohio 43403 
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Comedians use music, 
students rush stage 
Erik Ptpple 
[NIC RTAINMC N I   EDITOR 
lim Breucrsaid il best Saturday 
night at Anderson Arena: 
"Bowling Green, huh? Why are 
you guys here? When I was rolling 
into town I knew this would be a 
good show because there was 
nothing here." 
After a rousing round of 
applause, the crowd was his for 
the rest of the night as Breuer 
capped a bill featuring Saturday 
Night live cast member Tracy 
Morgan and emcee Tommy 
Blaze. 
Blaze kicked the show off with 
an off-color routine, matched 
only by Morgan's equally blue 
material. 
Blaze's set was perhaps the 
biggest surprise of the night for 
some audience members. 
"Tommy Blaze was great." said 
Scott Caster, senior education 
major. "He killed baby, he killed. I 
was surprised because 1 had 
never heard of him before." 
Bounding on-stagc, Morgan 
proceeded to amuse the crowd 
with a raunchy set dominated by 
tales of sex and masturbation. 
Morgan earned some of the 
biggest (and most uncomfort- 
able, if you were next to your girl- 
friend) laughs with his detailed 
analysis of how a typical male 
watches pornography. 
After Morgan's nearly 45 
minute long set, "Half-Baked" 
star Breuer took the stage to 
enormous applause, and broke 
into a bit about professional 
baseball players, that featured 
bizarre interpretations of Sammy 
Sow. Ramiero Mcndoza and 
Mark McGwire. 
Integrating music into his act, 
courtesy of his three piece band, 
Breuer ran through many famil- 
iar, but hugely popular bits such 
as the "umpire with three .inns" 
and a surreal story of his wife 
having her first child. 
The biggest cheers, though, 
came when Breuer broke into a 
routine about the origins of his 
most popular character, Goat- 
Boy. 
By the end of the show, as 
Breuer, Blaze and Morgan per- 
formed a seemingly impromptu, 
but actually premeditated, rendi- 
tion of "Walk this Way," and other 
songs, Morgan and Breuer 
encouraged the audience to rush 
the stage. As the stage filled with 
eager students, Morgan threw 
water at the audience in his best 
rock star fashion. 
"We talked about bringing the 
students onstage before the 
show," said Breuer. "We just said 
'we got the band' let's go for it." 
The audience members were 
not the only ones surprised by 
the rock show thai broke out, but 
Morgan was as well. 
"I knew he was gonna be here, 
but I didn't know he was bringing 
a r<x'k band," Morgan said. "I've 
never been in front of a rock 
band before." 
"Tonight was a lotta fun," 
Breuer said. "It was funnier than I 
expected." 
MEASLES, FROM PAGE 1 
booster and initiating an immu- 
nization task force team are in 
place to ease the process. 
Chancellor Mark Nordenberg 
wants Pitt students to get 
involved. According to 
Nordenberg, campus organiza- 
tions should help "mobilize stu- 
dents, particularly those in the 
fields of health science, pharma- 
ceuticals and health technology." 
Steven Thomas of the Outer 
for Minority Health and Pitt's 
(iraduate School of Public I lealth 
said that he is pleased to see cor- 
porate sponsors aiding the cause. 
"On the battlefield of business 
they compete, but now they have 
come together for the children of 
Allegheny County." he said. 
As of now, there is no danger of 
a supply shortage for the 
mumps, measles and rubella 
vaccine. 
The Immunization Task Force 
recommends that those who are 
vaccinated get proper documen- 
tation, and that those who arc 
not vaccinated do so as soon as 
possible. Others should be 
encouraged to do the same. 
G® QBE© CLASSIFIEDS 
Advertise your needs todayl Call 2-6977 
Drug danger little known 
ECSTASY, FROM PAGE 1 
seen their role models die. They 
don't believe they can die from a 
little pill called ecstasy." 
In an attempt to alert the cam- 
pus and the community of the 
dangers of the drug, CADEC and 
the Campus Wellness Center put 
on a seminar Tuesday night 
addressing the facts and myths 
surrounding ecstasy. 
Todd Dye, Vacaville police 
detective and ex|)ert on ecstasy, 
said at the event that not enough 
people know the effects of taking 
the drug 
Because the drug gives off an 
overwhelming feeling of plea- 
sure and intensifies sensations 
throughout the body, users 
don't think about the side 
effects. 
"They wonder, how can 
something that makes you feel 
so good be bad for you?" Dye 
said. "In reality, one dose can 
cause brain damage that can last 
up to seven years." 
When users ingest ecstasy, 
serotonin is released from the 
brain, which cannot be 
replaced. 
Serotonin, a brain chemical, is 
released each time the drug is 
used, which Dye said leads to 
depression. 
The National Institute on 
Drug Abuse also released studies 
that prove ecstasy has many side 
"They wonder, how 
can something 
that makes you 
feel so good be bad 
for you? In reality, 
one dose can cause 
brain damage that 
can last up to 
seven years." 
TODD DYE, DETECTIVE 
effects on the brain and body, 
and many are closely related to 
those of LSD and cocaine. 
Side effects include depres- 
sion, loss of memory, sleep 
problems and nausea 
Dye said another danger sur- 
rounding ecstasy is when the 
drug is mixed with other hard 
drugs such as LSD or cocaine. 
But even pure ecstasy can be 
deadly. 
"Bad ecstasy will kill you," he 
said. "But goiid ecstasy can kill 
you too." 
Shasta Hall resident lackie 
Mansell said her friend took 
some impure ecstasy and suf- 
fered through the results. 
"A friend of mine look some 
laced with acid (LSD) and 
tripped out pretty hard," 
Mansell said. "If you want to get 
really messed up, lake whatever 
kind you want." 
Because the drug is relatively 
new, few know the risks 
involved, said Sadie Wight, who 
has worked with CADliC for four 
semesters. She said it would take 
many years to realize the long- 
term effects. 
"It may make you happy 
now," Wight said. "But 25 or 30 
years later, you will be sad." 
Quinn said it's the naive users 
coupled will) a need to gel high 
that has students abusing drugs 
such as ecstasy. 
"People have always looked 
for a way to get high and feel bet- 
ter than their current state of 
mind," she said. "Next year there 
could be a new drug." 
Dye said ihe ease of taking 
ecstasy adds to Ihe attractive- 
ness. 
"It's a pill. /Ml you have to do is 
put it in your mouth and swal- 
low," he said. "You don't have to 
put it in a bowl and smoke it or 
cut il up and sniff it." Deborah 
GenitO, a counselor at the 
Wellness Center said until peo- 
ple are fully educated aboui the 
drug, it will be hard lo curtail the 
use. 
"We don't really know much 
about it and how to deal with it," 
GenitO said. "We do see some 
students feeling effects, bul we 
don't know enough." 
Mention Graduate Students 
GSS Elections for Officers will be held on Friday, April 6, 2001 
Forms can be retrieved online. 
www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organizations/gss 
or in the GSS office, 707 Administration building. 
All forms are due by Thursday. April 5, 2001. 
If you have any questions feel free to contact the 
GSS office. 372-2426 of any current GSS officer. 
WHAT A WEEK. WHAT A DEAL! 
^m. .^^. 
VISA [MasterCard] 
*^^r^^r 
826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots) 
353-7272 01SC«¥*« 
Monday/Tuesday      Wednesday 
BEAT THE CLOCK 
Between 5-7pm 
The time you call 
is the price of a 
Large 1 item pizza! 
For delivery or carryout. 
No coupon necessary, 
just mention the special. 
ALL DAY, 
ALL NIGHT 
2 Large 
Cheese Pizzas for 
For a limited time only 
No coupon necessary, 
just mention the special. 
Thursday 
GETTING HUNGRY 
AND NEED A 
SNACK? 
.We can help! 
•<s" 
Get a Large 1 item 
pizza for $6.99 
For a limited time only 
No coupon necessary, 
just mention the special. 
All WEEK! 
F BUYONE, "" 
IGET ONE FREE 
;     Buy any pizza at 
\ regular price and get 
! one of equal or lesser 
!       value for free. 
Must redeem coupon 
Expires March 11,2001. 
HIS WEEK IN 
BG SPORTS 
Baseball 
4/3 
At Michigan/ 3 p.m. 
4/4 
Host Detroit Mercy/ 3 p.m. 
4/6 
Host Buffalo/ 3 p.m. 
4/7 
Host Buffalo (Double header)/ 
1 p.m. 
4/8 
Host Buffalo/ 1 p.m. 
Softball 
4/4 
Host Michigan/ 3 p.m. 
4/6 
At Central Michigan/ 4 p.m. 
4/7 
At Central Michigan (Double 
header)/ 1 p.m. 
Men's golf 
4/7-4/8 
At Ball State Invite/ TBA 
Men's track 
4/4-4/5 
At Texas Relays/TBA 
4/6-4/7 
At Texas Relays/ TBA, host 
Northwest Ohio Classic/ 10 
a.m. 
Women's track 
4/6-4/7 
Host Northwest Ohio Classic/ 
10 a.m. 
Women's tennis 
4/6 
Host Northern Illinois/ 1 p.m. 
4/7 
Host Western Michigan/ 1 p.m. 
Men's tennis 
4/7 
Host Toledo/ 1 p.m. 
4/8 
Host Robert Morris, Cleveland 
State/ 10 a.m. 
Drew, 
Cordova 
added to 
Cleveland's 
2001 roster 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CLEVELAND — Rookie right- 
hander Tim Drew made the 
Cleveland Indians' opening day 
roster after pitching five strong 
innings in an exhibition start 
Saturday in Houston. 
Drew and top prospect CC 
Sabathia, who is expected to be 
added to the roster for his first 
major league start April 8, give 
Cleveland two rookies in the 
starting rotation. 
Drew, considered a long shot 
for the rotation before spring 
training began, will be the 
Indians' No. 5 starter. The 20- 
year-old Sabathia. a 6-foot-7 left- 
hander who has yet to pitch 
higher than Double-A, will be the 
fourth starter behind Bartolo 
Colon, Chuck Finley and Dave 
Burba. 
By leaving Sabathia off the ros- 
ter for Monday's opener against 
the Chicago White Sox at Jacobs 
Field, the Indians were able to 
keep outfielder Marty Cordova 
But Cordova, who signed a 
minor league contract with 
Cleveland during the offseason, 
may not be around long 
The Indians will have to free 
up two roster spots this week 
because Sabathia and third base- 
man Travis Fryman, who is on 
the disabled list, likely will be 
activated before next weekend. 
Veteran pitcher Willie Blair was 
released. The Indians had until 
Saturday to make a decision on 
Blair, who was a non-roster invi- 
tee to spring training He won 10 
games for Detroit last year. 
In other moves, the Indians 
optioned reliever David Riske to 
Buffalo and reassigned reliever 
Roy Smith to minor league camp. 
Cordova's contract was pur- 
chased from Triple-A Buffalo. 
Starting pitchers Jaret Wright 
and Charles Nagy, Fryman and 
outfielder Dave Roberts were 
placed on the 15-day disabled 
list. Left-handed reliever 
Cameron Caimcross was placed 
on the 60-day DL 
I. 
DUKE, ARIZONA BATTLE FOR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TONIGHT. 
MONDAY 
April 2, 
2001 
www.bgnews.com/sports 
BOWLING CREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Oestreng headed to Regionals 
BGSU Athletic Communications 
Junior gymnast Mamy 
Oestreng the 1999 NCAA 
Champion in the floor exercise, 
has qualified for the NCAA 
Gymnastics Central Regional 
Championships April 7 in 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 
Six teams, five all-around 
competitors (who are not on a 
qualifying 
team) and one 
indi vid ua 
event specialist 
were invited to 
compete in 
each of the six 
regional cham- 
pionships. 
MARNY 
OESTRENG 
Bowl ing 
Green did not earn a team invi- 
tation. 
The top two all-around com- 
petitors who are not on an 
advancing team from each 
region and event winners who 
score at least a 9.8 may advance 
to the NCAA Championships 
April 19-21 in Athens, Georgia. 
Oestreng has won the Mid- 
American Conference all- 
around title in each of the last 
three years and is ranked sixth 
in the region in the all-around 
(39.185), third in the Door exer- 
cise (9.915), fifth in the uneven 
bars (9.885), and fifth in the 
vault (9.850). 
Meyer 
means 
business 
First year head coach 
ready to start journey 
By Pete Stella 
SPORTS EDITOR 
It can't be easy trying to turn 
around a program with an 
entire school and community 
watching your every move and 
waiting for positive results 
For Urban Meyer, the first 
year head coach of the Bowling 
Green football team, his task of 
creating a winning football 
team and program began 
Saturday. The Falcons 
embarked on their span of 15 
practices, which ends with the 
Spring Game April 28 at 1 p.m. 
Meyer, who met with 
reporters Friday afternoon, 
said that he was very much 
looking forward to starting the 
long journey towards success. 
"What I've been telling peo- 
ple is that the easiest way to 
relate to what we've been going 
through as a staff is to imagine 
my kids looking at a Christmas 
present and not being allowed 
to open it," he said. "We're 
going to rip that thing open 
tomorrow (Saturday) and I'm 
either going to sit down tomor- 
row night with my wife and tell 
her everything is going to be 
alright or say 'Oh Lord, that's 
not the present I wanted'." 
Meyer and his staff, on 
paper, have a lot to be excited 
about. 
The Brown and Orange 
return 18 starters (eight on 
offense, ten on defense) from 
last year's 2-9 squad. On the 
defensive side of the ball, 
which Meyer deems the strong 
point of the team, are players 
who accounted for nine of 10 
interceptions should return as 
will 13 of the team's top 15 tack- 
lers. 
Despite starting spring prac- 
tice a week later then most 
Division I programs, Meyer felt 
the extra week, along with the 
practices, will be "huge." 
Looking past the statistics, 
Meyer still has some concerns 
about what he's got 
"If you look at our team, my 
biggest concern about where 
we are at as a football team is 
that the work ethic is no where 
near where it needs to be but it 
has significantly improved," he 
said. 
The Falcons have "no depth 
chart set" and Meyer stated 
that the positions on the chart 
would be earned according to 
their off-season program and 
performance. 
"We've done that to that 
point where a depth chart is 
posted in the morning and 
that is strictly based on their off 
season performance, not from 
the last year or two years ago. 
Ifs what they've shown thus 
far," he said. 
The quarterback and line- 
backing positions were two 
"The players need 
to raise their level 
and we have not 
achieved that." 
URBAN MEYER. COACH 
areas of the Falcons that Meyer 
discussed. Despite the fact that 
Andy Sahm has been the start- 
ing quarterback for the last 
year and a half, Meyer said the 
position is "wide open." 
"Sahm will take the first snap 
(last Saturday) because he 
earned it in his offseason con- 
ditioning" Meyer said. "It has 
nothing to do with what he did 
last year or that he started last 
year. There's two other guys 
right on his tail, Josh Harris and 
the guy who might be one of 
the most impressive guys on 
our team, is our third quarter- 
back David Azzi. I haven't seen 
him throw a ball, but Azzi is a 
guy that you like to see on the 
field." 
The linebackers, according 
to Meyer, are "the one position 
on our team where there's 
some depth... and I will be dis- 
appointed if the linebackers 
aren't one of the strengths on 
our team." 
With the goods, come the 
bads as the Brown and Orange 
have their share of holes. The 
offensive line and the kicking 
game are two of Meyer's 
biggest concerns. 
"The players need to raise 
their level and we have not 
achieved that," Meyer said. 
"Hopefully the Tuesday or 
Wednesday before the first 
game, you'll really see it in my 
eyes and my coaching staff's 
eyes that we're there. If we had 
to play tomorrow, then we'd 
have no chance." 
**% 
m 
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File Photos BG News 
TURN AROUND: Above, Falcon quarterback Josh Harris tries to 
avoid Toledo defender David Brockmore in the Rockets 51-17 sea- 
son ending victory. Below, BG defensive back Karl Rose prepares 
to hit Eastern Michigan's Mike Luna. The Falcons won 20-6 to 
earn their second and final win of the 2000 season. Both Rose 
and Harris will be battling for playing time this season. 
BGSU ATHtniC COMMUNICATIONS 
NEW FACE: Urban Meyer 
faces the public during his hir- 
ing press conference. 
( 
Mets' prospect killed 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
SNEADS, Fla — Brian Cole, 
among the top prospects in the 
New York Mets' farm system, 
died when he was ejected from 
his SUV after it crashed in the 
Florida Panhandle. 
Cole, 22, was not wearing a 
seat belt when his Ford 
Explorer overturned as he 
drove home Saturday from 
spring training in Port St. Lucie 
to Meridian, Miss., with his 
cousin, Ryan Cole, a Florida 
Highway Patrol accident 
report said. 
Mets spokesman Jay 
Horwitz said Cole was taking 
his Explorer home and was to 
fly Sunday to Binghamton, 
N.Y.. to join the Mets' Double- 
A team for its season opener. 
The one-car accident 
occurred on Interstate 10 near 
State Highway 286, just south 
of the Georgia border and 
about 45 miles northwest of 
Tallahassee. 
I! 
Women 
split over 
weekend 
By Erica Gambaccini 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Two baitlrs were fought this 
weekend by the women's tennis 
team. One ended in a victory 
and the other a tough loss. 
The Falcons are now 6-9 over- 
all and 2-1 in Mid-American 
Conference action. 
Thursday, the Brown and 
Orange lost at home to Ball State, 
4-3. 
"It could have gone either 
way," said head coach Penny 
Dean. "Ball State was a little 
more ready then us." 
Five of the matches went into 
tie breakers and the Cardinals 
had the upper hand winning 
four out of the five. 
Ball State took the doubles 
point first in a tie breaker, a very 
crucial point that proved to set 
the tone of the match. 
After winning the doubles 
point, the Cardinals went on to 
win the top three singles match- 
es, which all went into tie break- 
ers. 
"We always have a battle with 
them (Ball State)," Dean said. "It 
was an exciting collegiate com- 
petition. Both teams had good 
sportsmanship. We are hoping 
to play them in the MAC tourna- 
ment and turn the score 
around." 
After losing the top three sin- 
gles flights the Falcons came 
back to win the fourth, fifth and 
sixth singles flights. 
Junior Devon Bissinger won 
the fourth flight in a tie breaker. 
"It's terrific to have Devon 
back." Dean said. "It helps us a 
lot in our line up. She brings pas- 
sion to our whole team." 
Freshman Lisa Maloney and 
senior Tracy Howitt won the fifth 
and sixth singles flights in 
straight sets. 
This win was the seventh con- 
secutive singles match Howitt 
has won so far this season, 
which gives her 121 total victo- 
ries for her career and moves her 
into a tie for ninth overall on the 
BG list. 
Howitt was also named MAC 
player of the week for women's 
tennis. This was the first time she 
has received this honor. 
"After losing to Ball State in so 
many tie breakers we practiced 
that in practice," Dean said. "I 
think that helped us to beat 
Xavier." 
Saturday the Falcons took on 
Xavier at home and came away 
with a victory. 
"I think we played very well," 
said freshman lessica lohnson. 
"Xavier is a solid team, but not as 
strong as Ball State. Six out of 
seven matches split." 
The Musketeers won the first 
set in three of those matches 
that went into a third set. 
"We all pulled through," said 
senior Erika Wasilewski. "There 
were a lot of close matches. We 
didnt pull out as many wins 
against Ball State." 
The Falcons lost the doubles 
point, but were able to come 
back and win in the singles 
flight. Both lohnson and 
Wasilewski won in their flights. 
Johnson's match went into three 
sets, but she was able to pull out 
a win. 
"My  match  was  intense," 
lohnson said. "But I played well." 
Wasilewski won in straight 
sets. 
"My match wasn't very hard," 
Wasilewski said. "I think every- 
one played really well. It was 
intense." 
Dean said the Falcons had an 
extra competitive edge against 
Xavier that they did not have 
against Ball State. 
"That was a step in the right 
direction," she said. "We were 
able to come back from a very 
tough loss to Ball State." 
WBGNews 
Classified Ads • 372-6977 
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Services Offered 
Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted For Sale For Rent 
$500 Visa. 100% approved. No 
credit check No deposits. 1-800- 
277-7188. 
Personals 
A* XQ A* XQ A* 
The sisters ol Alpha Phi would like 
to thank the sisters of Chi Omega 
for a fun night of pizza and friends, 
and also for the beautiful flowers 
A* xa A* xa A* 
FALL 2001 PRACTICUM OPPOR- 
TUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL 
OFFICE FOR RECREATION AND 
SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 130 
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR ON THE 
WEB. DUE FRIDAY, APRIL 6. IN- 
TERVIEWS WILL BE HELD APRIL 
9-10. 
GET INVOLVED WITH INTRAMU- 
RALSN! APPLICATIONS ARE BE- 
ING ACCEPTED FOR THE INTRA- 
MURAL ADVISORY BOARD (IM 
SUPERVISORS) FOR FALL 2001 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 
THE IM OFFICE. 130 PERRY 
FIELD HOUSE, OR ON THE WEB 
DUE BY MONDAY, APRIL 2 IN- 
TERVIEWS ARE LIMITED TO 14 
APPLICANTS SELECTED BY 
SCREENING COMMITTEE AND 
WILL BE HELD APRIL 5-6. 
In 1873. 6 men knew the true 
meaning of brotherhood 
Now, 2 more do. 
Congratulations 
Mike Garcia 
Rob Mosgrove 
on your initiation 
into Phi Sigma Kappa. 
Pregnant? Get Tested 
Confidential, professional service. 
354-4673 BGPC 
Volunteers needed! 
For the BGSU Health Fair 
Tuesday, April 10 
Volunteers need between 
8am -4pm 
Call the Wellness Connection 
at 372-9355 For more information 
Wood County Humane Society 
Cats and Dogs S55 each 
Call 352-7339 
1 male or female subleaser. Own 
bedroom. 1 block from campus. 
Starting Aug. of 2001. $165 mo. plus 
elec. Call 372-3233 for info. 
1 subleaser to share 2 bdrm. apt. in 
University Courts, summer; May- 
Aug. Call 352-1554 for details. 
1 subleaser to share two bedroom 
apartment, move in May, $247.50 a 
month 353-0183. 
2 female subleasers needed May- 
August. $600 whole summer, utilit- 
ies included. Call 373-1867 for more 
info. 
Desperately needed 1-5sublsrs. 
for brand new 4 bdrm, 2 bathrm. 
house. May 2001-Aug 2001  Only 
$192 mo per person. Call 354- 
7920. 
Need subleasers starting May-Au- 
gust. Close to campus, newly fur- 
nished 221 Manville. Call Mandi 2- 
3307. 
Needs 3 graduation tickets 
Call Anne at 
372-6129. 
New house on Scott Hamilton, sub- 
leasers needed May 12-August 15 
4 bdrm., 2 baths Call 354-1021. 
Roommates needed for 4 bdrm 
house on S Enterprise. Aug.-July. 
Call 3730220 for details 
Subleaser needed, Avail, now thru 
summer. House w/ washer & dryer. 
close to campus, $215/mo 
352-1298 
Subleaser needed, Fox Run Apts. in 
BG. 216 S Mercer apt #17. 2 
bdrm., dishwasher, washer/dryer, 
central air and heat Call Patnck at 
352-3413 or Prelerred Properties 
352-9378 
Subleasers needed for the igloo 
117 Manville, Large house very 
close to campus. For more info call 
Tiffany at 353-5258 
Help Wanted 
$10/hr 
Work on campus F/T or P/T for as 
little as 5-10 hrs/wk or as many as 
40 hrs/wk. Be your own boss 
Croate your own schedule 
Limited positions 
Call 1-800-808-7442x80 
•-Cleaning & Miscellaneous help 
needed starting now & 5 1/4 for 
short « long term. Call 353-0325. 
9ANHOURHI 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
REPRESENTATIVE & 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
WE'RE LOOKING FOR ENTHUSI- 
ASTIC AND ORGANIZED PEOPLE 
WHO ENJOY WORKING WITH 
CUSTOMERS. WORK IN A FUN 
AND GROWTH ORIENTED BUSI- 
NESS. 
•PART-TIME OR FULL-TIME 
•DAY OR EVENING HOURS 
•FULL BENEFITS 
CALL CARRIE AT (419) 874-3575 
OR FAX RESUME TO (419) 874- 
7JJC.TO SEE HOW IflUfiBEEN: 
CHEMLAWH CAN HELP FUR- 
THER YOUR CAREER!!! 
Aerobics Imlriirmrs 
We are looking for water & land in- 
structors. Morning & evening 
classes. Call Rick 1-419-841-5597. 
Child care in my Perrysburg home. 2 
children starting May thru Aug., 
TIMS.. Wed , 8 Fri. mornings. Must 
be caring, dependable. & have own 
transportation. Gayle 419-874-7781. 
Digital Artist 
Small growing company seeks addi- 
tional photo retouchers Photoshop 
experience required. Full time with 
benefits. Hours are from 9.00 to 
5:00, Monday thru Friday. Send re- 
sume, cover letter and samples (zip 
disk, web address, or laser prints) to 
Naptime Productions, PO Box 7, 
Rosslord, OH 43460 or fax 662- 
9525. 
Drum lessons offered. Call Bowling 
Green Music and Sound at 352- 
6612. 
Gain Professional Sales Experi- 
ence. Best Summer Job In BG. 
Student Publications is now accept- 
ing applications for sales account 
executives. Gain valuable sales ex- 
perience selling phone directory ads 
to local businesses. Positions re- 
quire 15-20 hrs per week & run 
from May through July. Students 
must have excellent communication 
skills, be highly motivated & have 
own transportation. Stop by 204 
West Hall for an application or call 
Tonya at 372-0430 for more info. 
Deadline to apply Friday. April 6 
Great summer |obs S10-$12anhr. 
Work outside Taking applications 
now   1 -888-277 9787 or www COlle- 
gepro com 
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS 
Work part-time, full-time, even put in 
over-time hours, around your col- 
lege and personal schedule. Work a 
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40 
hours plus over-time. Many college 
students work here. Starting pay is 
$5.30 per hour with an automatic 
$ 25 per hour increase to $5.55 after 
100 hours of service with the com- 
pany. These are unskilled (oos 
involving assembling and packaging 
small parts. Apply in person be- 
tween the hours of 9:00am and 
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at 
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PROD- 
UCTS. INC., 428 Clough Street. 
Bowling Green. Ohio, only 2 blocks 
Irom campus near Kinko's and Dairy 
Queen next to the railroad tracks. 
Eminent spring & summer (Obs avail, 
full/pl. time. Servers, snack bar. 
grounds, caddies, bag room, life- 
guards, & dishwashers Flexible 
hrs.. free golf in season, great com- 
pensation. Exp. helpful but not nec- 
essary. Please apply Toledo Coun- 
try Club 3949 River Rd Toledo, OH 
or fax 419-389-4577. 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Top rated boys sports 
camp in Maine. Need counselors to 
coach all sports' tennis, basketball, 
baseball, rollerhockey. water-sports, 
rock-climbing, biking, golf, creative 
activities Work outdoors, have a 
greal summer. CALL FREE (888)- 
844-8080 or APPLY ONLINE: 
www.carnecedar-tComi 
Putin-Bay Island Resort 
Now Hiring bartenders, servers, 
kitchen help. Great pay ' lots of fun. 
Call Chris at 419-344-2521. 
Summer camp near Ann Arbor 
seeks counselors, life guards, health 
officer. Room, board, & salary. 
734-878-6628. 
For Sale 
1990 Honda Accord, 125K mi. A-1 
shape $4995 352-6847. ask for Al- 
len. 
'88 Eagle Premier, V6, CD, 
Power locks, good condition, 5900. 
Call 352-7058 
HONDAS FROM $500! Police im- 
pounds and lax repos! For listings 1 - 
800-719-3001 ext4558 
One Macintosh G3 computer w/ 
monitor, CD burner & flatbed scan- 
ner. Interested parties can call 353- 
7493 for more information. 
For Rent 
"4 bedroom house available, cen- 
tral air. washer/dryer, located at 729 
4th St Call 353-0325 
"Efficiencies. Apartments, 
and Rooms 
146 S. College efficiency. $315 a 
month, includes utilities. 
309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms $220 a 
month, includes utilities. 
316 and 311 E. Merry apartments, 
$510 or $560 a month 
Call 353-0325. 
1 bdrm. apt. across from campus. 
Avail June 1st. 1 yr lease 
$350/mo. «■ utilities. Call 419-897- 
5997 
1-4 subleasers needed May-Aug. 2 
bdrm. furnished, close to campus 
$500/mo * util. 353-1682. 
12 month leases starting 
May 19,2001: 
226 N Enterprise »B-1 Br -1 per- 
son-$420 ♦ util 
230 N. Enterprise »C-1 Br.-1 per- 
son-S360 ♦ util 
266 Manville Front-1 Br.-1 person- 
$380 ♦ util. 
322 E. Court «2-1 Br -1 person-$405 
incl. all util. 
322 E. Court «4-1 Br -1 person-$415 
incl. all util. 
424 1/2 S Summit-Effic. 1 person- 
$260 * elec. 
605 5th »C-2 Br -2 person-S400 . 
util. 
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710 
2 bdrm house w/ nice yard for rent. 
Lease Aug 2001-2002 
131 E. Merry Contact 
Carieor Jeff @ 419-536-7344. 
3 bdrm. house, Avail. May 1st, 
1 1/2 blks. from campus. 
Call 352-4769. 
3-4 BR house, country setting, city 
services, W/D, grad./prof., 
$1000/mo., Call 354-6036. 
439 1/2 N. Main. 3 bdrm , upper. 
$650 mo. plus util. Avail. June 1 
Call 353-0494. 
719 Fourth, 3 bdrms.. 1 bath, $650 
mo. plus util. Avail. May 16. 
353-0494. 
723 Fourth. 3 bdrm.. 2 bath Avail. 
May 17. $800 mo. plus util. 
353-0494 
Apt  tai rent. May through August, 2 
bdrm.. AC. close to campus. 
$475/month plus gas and electric. 
Call 352-5332 after 5:00pm. 
Fern, roommate needed Aug '01- 
Aug 02 Own room, dose to cam- 
pus $220 per month plus 1/2 utilit- 
ies. 250-2599 or 
maymee77 0aol com. 
For rent-1 bedroom house. 316 
Ridge (rear) $350'month Call 354- 
2854. 
For rent 849 6th Street 1 bdrm du- 
plex. $275 per month. 12 month 
May or August lease Call 352-9392 
House lor lease on Wooster 6 Dd 
2 baths. Call 861-2596. 
Houses, 1, 2. & 3 bdrm. apts. begin- 
ning May 01 9 & 12 mo leases 
352-7454 
Prefer grad. student, 2 bdrm house, 
quiet, washer/dryer $550 plus util 
Avail May 1 352-6847. ask for Al- 
len. 
Subleaser(s) needed lor 2 bdrm 
apt., w/in walking dist. from campus. 
Rent $485/mo.. util & cable mcl 
Washer dryer in the bldg. Avail, in 
May Call 419-353-5389 Casandra 
Summer Rental 2 bdrm house 
Close to Campus. 100 block Man- 
ville. May-Aug. lease, $520/mo. Lots 
of space Call 354-0278 
The Web 
Earth-Friendly summer 5120 
per/mo. Fall/Spring S245 per/mo 
425 Pike Contact Brian 352-7534 
two bedroom  turnished or untur- 
nished apartments 724 6th St. & 
705 7th St $525 per month school 
year lease, 5460 per month full year 
lease 354-0914. 
Get On It! 
BGNews.com 
Powered by: V-hfhMJi 
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1 OOO'S OF BEAUTIFUL GIRLS 
& 3 UGLY ONES! 
ADULT FILM STAR 
SHANE 
FROM SHANE'S WORLD! 
COMING IN MAY! 
DAY SHIFTS 
ARE SPECIAL! 
EVERY MON-FRI 
FROM NOON-6PM 
FREE ADMISSION WITH 
A SHIRT 8, TIE AND FREE 
DANCE WITH PAID 
ADMISSION! 
135 S. BYRNE RD. TOLEDO 531-0079 
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$ DOLLAR mm $ 
Honors Student Association, Honors Prog 
J£~ ' -\ and Student Book Exchange 
v
—    19th Annual Tuition Raffle ♦  
Congratulations to: 
Grand Prize Winner:  Brian Mufter 
(a semester tuition) 
Second Prize:  Kathy Hoffman 
( a 1/2 semesters tuition) 
Third Prize:  Jeanine Cobb 
Brandy Miller, and Evan Wight 
(5200 Book Scholarship) 
<3     ADULT FILM STAR 
SHANE 
FROM SHANE'S WORLD! 
COMING 
$1.00 OVER INVOICE SALE! 
ON SELECTED ITEMS 
WE CARRY THE LARGEST SELECTION OF THE 
HOTTEST SWIMWEAR IN TOLEDO! 
135 S. BYRNE RD. TOLEDO 531-0079 
Dance music from the late 
80 s to the mid 90 s 
Featuring DJs 
B.A.M. and Tab Tanner 
DOLLAR 
DRINKS 
2.50/pitchers 
i\0 COVER 
H 
LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION 
You Will Find The Best Housing With US! 
517 E. REED - Al Thurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath. 
Furnished or Unfurnished. 
School Year • Two Person Rate - $495.00 
One Year - IVo Person Rate - $425.00 
451 THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer. 
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate - $370.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $335.00 
505 CLQUCH - Campus Manor 
1Wo Bedronm Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00 
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Furn. or Unfurn. 
School Year - One Person Rate - $410.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00 
605 SECOND   One Bedroom Unfurnished. 
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00 
One Year - One Person Rate • $340.00 
720 SECOND • One Bedroom Furnished. 
School Year - One Person Rate - $415.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00 
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD 
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished. 
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $385.00 
One Year ■ Furnished • One Person - $345.00 
402 HICH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furn. or Unfurn. 
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $575.00 
One Year ■ Furnished - Two Person • $480.00 
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath, 
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00 
One Year ■ One Person Rate - $400.00 
701 FOURTH - TWn Bedroom Furnished. 
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR. 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00 
One Year - TVwi Person Rate ■ $505.00 
649 SIXTH    Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. 
Furnished • School Year - Two Person Rale - $555.00 
Furnished ■ One Year - Two Person Rale - $460.00 
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. 
Furnished • School Year • Two Person Rate ■ $545.00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00 
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity. 
Furnished    School Year - Two Person Rate • $585.00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate • $500.00 
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor. 
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00 
818 SEVENTH ■ Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00 
Houses For August Leases 
256 S. College. I'nit »B ■ Two Bedroom, limit 4 people. 
$700.00 per month. Lease 8/23/01 to 8/10/02. 
237 N. Prospect - Three Bedroom upstairs unit. Limit 3 
I people. $665.00 per month. Uase 8/23/01 to 8/10/02. 
530 E. Merry - Three Bedroom, Limit 4 people. $750.00 
I per month Uase 8/23/01 to 8/10/02. 
605 Second - Four Bedroom. Limit 4 people. $760.00 
per month. Lease 8/23/01 to 8/10/02. 
710 Eighth - Three Bedroom, Limit 3 people. $920.00 
permonth. Uase 8/2301 o 8/10/02. 
Call JOHN XKWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE. INC. T 
Rental Office 354-2260 A  
For Your Convenience We Are l.mated     1    nlTnimf 
At 319 K. Wooster Street, across 
from Taco Bell 
JOHNNEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE, INC. 
Rental Office 
319 E. Woostcr St. 
Rentals available 
for summer and 
fall.   Stop by for 
our full listing. 
354-2260 
Management inc. 
2001/2002 
Openings 
Leasing Now 
Management inc. 
MillsdaU-Apis. 1082 Fairvlew, 
I Bdrms & 2 Bdrms 
Air condition/Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal 
washer/dryer honk-up in 2 Bdrm 
Starts at S390-Call 3"-5«oo 
M.'ii.n;< nil ill  I lit. 
Evergreen Apt. 2IS E. Poe 
Studios & Large I Bdrms. 
I uuiiJrs on site 
Starts at $35Q-Call 353-5800 
AIEECA 
MjnuKcincnt Inc. 
Ileiii/sitta Apts. 7io v Enterprise 
BRAND NEW/t)NLY A FEW LEF1 
Hdrniv Air Cimililion 
Dishwashcr/Garbujic Disposal 
Starts at S410 Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth St, 
I bdrms /Air Condition 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Slarls al $41)0 - Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Stop bv our office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
for complete hslini! or 
Call 355-5800. 
www.wcnet.ors/-mecca 
ATTENTION 
SENIORS: 
• self employment 
• unlimited income 
• extensive training 
Does any of this 
interest vou? 
loin one of NW Ohio & SE 
Michigan's lop real estate 
firms. ContactJoeDiSallcat 
■i 19-866-5900 or e-mail at 
disallejd(a'prodigy net 
Will interview 
students of any major. 
HiSalle] 
\*^ IIU (Stall CO 
the home team! 
\2 Otfces Serving Orw A Southern Mchigan 
(HIGHLAND' 
MANAGEMENT 
lid B Wahtagm Suet Bowling (irtcn 
354-6036 
www.wcnftt.ofg/- higrtUand 
ATTENTION 
GRAD STUDENTS! 
Jay-Mar Apartments 
803-815 8th St 
2 bedroom-$475/mo.-12 mo. lease 
Some remodeled 
$550/mo.-12 mo. lease 
Laundry facAties on-site 
+Ajf/heat 
The Highlands 
220 Nopoleon Rd. 
One bedroom laundry facilities 
in bidg.. ale, Quet. 
From $395/month 
The Homestead- 
Graduate Housing 
One and two bedroom. A/C. 
on-site laundry, ceramic tile, 
soundproof construction, skylights 
dishwashers, vautted ceilings 
From $5IO/month -12 month lease 
143W West Poe 
3» bedrooms, rural setting 
W/D, city services 
ySlMOymonth -12 month lease 
VISIT 
THE 
ART 
BUILDING 
THIS 
YEAR- 
LIKE 
HAV- 
ING 
YOUR 
OWN 
MUSEUM 
ON 
CAMPUS. 
*************** 
STAIN GLASS 
GLASS BLOWING 
PAINTING 
SCULPTURE 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 
COMPUTER ART 
FABRIC 
DRAWING 
AND MORE.... 
Activists 
Feminists 
fomen Unite, 
Take Back the Night! 
NO MORE SILENCE, 
Stop the violence! 
I-- he "Take Back the Night" rally is a public statement. 
^Ve are saying that violence against women in our culture, 
^nd here in Bowling Green, is a very real and definite prob- 
lem. Violence against women is a problem that all women 
must face and cope with regardless of class, national origin, 
Religion, race, age, or sexual orientation. 
1 out of 3 women will be raped in her lifetime, 
and 1 out of 3 women will be victims of domestic 
violence. In the United States, a rape occurs 
every 8 minutes and 47% of those rapes will 
occur in the victims'or the rapists' homes. The 
victim may be a 5-year-old child or a 93-year-old 
grandmother. 
ducating women and men will point out that these incidents 
of violence are not isolated, but are social problems and a 
cultural phenomenon. 
By increasing women's and men's awareness of the extent 
and nature of the problem, we intend to show that changes 
need to be made in our culture and in our attitudes. 
We must examine the facts and bond together to demand 
change. 
"The "Take Back the Night" March and Rally will serve as a 
ipositive symbol that women will no longer tolerate losing 
their right to choose to be independent and alone- day or 
night- and that women will work together to insure that this 
right is upheld. 
The Technology Infrastructure Project • Building an Electronic Community 
WOMEN WILL CLAIM THEIR 
RIGHTS 24 HOURS A DAY! 
WE WILL TAKE BACK THE NIGHT! 
March with us, attend the Rally, and help 
recognize that women can protect themselves 
and work together to instigate change. 
WITH AWARENESS COMES STRENGTH! 
RAPE IS A COMMUNITY ISSUE. 
www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet 
The tool of technology' 
Over the last two weeks, President 
Sidney Ribeau maintained a public 
"diary" for the Journal of College and 
Character, an online publication of the 
Center for the Study of Values in College 
Student Development, based at Florida 
State University. 
^«^™«w The most recent in a 
^^^^^k series of college and 
■ university presidents 
•     £»w who have submitted a 
, .^1^ diary, Ribeau ad- 
^^ dressed a different 
^L        -V^^g.   topic daily, including 
A    .-. I   I the following excerpt 
B    nil from his day-nine 
Dr. Sidney Ribeau     entry about technol- 
ogy and, more specifically, BGsupernet: 
"With the cost of a S50 million technol- 
ogy infrastructure project looming large, 
I often think about the implications of 
advanced technology as well as the 
possibilities this means for our campus, 
and for higher education in general. 
"When I arrived at BGSU five and a half 
years ago, we had a technology system 
that was built by our own people.The 
system was accommodating an email 
user-base of about 20,000, despite it 
being built for about 5,000 users. With 
this in mind, it was clear to me that this 
project was long overdue. 
"I view technology as a tool to enhance 
the teaching, research and service 
functions of the institution. And I know 
that the technology infrastructure 
project will do just that, providing us 
with a springboard to the future which 
will open doors to a first-class modern 
academic environment including many 
electronic resources, data and voice 
conferencing capabilities. 
"Upon completion of this project, the 
picture of Bowling Green State University 
will be worldwide in outreach and 
international in perspective.The measur- 
ing stick of educational progress will no 
longer be our in-state or midwestern 
neighbors—we will compete in a global 
village.The technological transformation 
that is taking place as a result of the 
university's infrastructure project will 
establish an environment where technol- 
ogy and its applications enhance and 
improve teaching, learning, research, 
university operations and administrative 
practice...." 
The remahder of thepresident's diary 
may be seen at www.collcgtvalucs.org. 
More information about BGsupernet is 
also available on the Web, at 
www.bgsu.edu/bgsupcrnct. 
BGSU 
TUESDAY, APRIL 10th 
PROGRAM 
RALLY: 7:30p.rpR^r^^(s^ju?, poet 
Recounts the vlsioWbt violation, rape, numbness, and 
| rebirth. 
The silence must be broken; the truth has to be told. 
Of her book Nikki Giovanni writes: 
' "Powerful. Sad' treJ6rllri§.tS«f!,S>spiring. What a gift she 
I has." 
i Frances Driscoll's poems have appeared in International 
I Quarterly, Ploughshares, Sojourner, 13thMoon, Volt, and 
I Willow Springs, to name a few. 
I Island of the Raped Women won the Pushcartt Prize 
Award in 1997. 
Paul Mariani: "Of how many books of poetry can one truly 
I say, I could not put this book down until I'd read it through to 
I the end! This is one of those rare books." 
I Lynn Emmanual: "It is impossible to praise this book too 
[ much-its power, maturity, sorrow, and fierce resistance. 
I This book should be required reading in America." 
Kendel Kissinger "Discarding the shame for 
vAafwasSoYSSto me, I proudly reclaim my love for myself, 
and my connections to humans everywhere. I proudly 
reclaim my complete power and unlimited choice and impact 
the world. I am an incest survivor." 
Survivor Speak Outs, Women will share stories 
abtiW'hfjVftheir lives have been affected by violence. 
(Victim advocates Irom the SAAFE program, directed by Julie Broadwell, 
are available throughout the evening to talk with anyone. All conversations 
are kept confidential Look for them in the red shirts.) 
BGSU Gospel Choir, Directed by 
Meet at 101 Olscamp and we will gather 
| attni&o&4&fc§r- 
We will march through campus, to the courthouse, 
I v^iWlKe^wbrYielitaSte^ remain at the rally site 
where they will respond to and discuss issues related to 
sexual assault and rape prevention...we will unite with the 
women to finish the march together. 
POST MARCH CELEBRA5Ktt^Mar^3<at\ata««Wip 
Ffes^ro^e^h'tRg'GHSp^rChoir. (Bring your instruments and voic- 
CEL wmsmrm)«imwfy&w!9m<rmM 
at 372-2281 or email jfacB^s uVhotmail.com 
Women's action CMmiflj&Me&tctlon, fosters a 
multicultural communfi^fr^wfffeapo Initiate discourse 
and dialogue about ;UH and active feminism. 
